Writing Test

Longer Task: Instructions and Planning

Your teacher will read through this booklet with you.

You will have 45 minutes for your longer piece of writing, including up to 10 minutes’ planning time. You may start your writing as soon as you have finished planning.
Looking After a Miptor

Imagine that you are the owner of an unusual animal called a miptor.

You have cared for this animal for a long time. During this time, you have become an expert in looking after it.

Your task is to write a guide for looking after a miptor.

You should think about the advice and information that a new owner of a miptor would need to know.

You must use your imagination to make up the details.
Planning

Think about what a miptor is like:

Advice and information for a miptor owner:

- habits
- training
- exercise
- eating
- ?